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A brief historical timeline of two-stroke engine lawn equipment

Full timeline is presented in packets

1970 1975 1986 1990 2009



Packets include alphabetical list of municipalities and status
Full spreadsheet  is presented in packets

o An estimated 13% of the state’s population (5.2 million people) currently live under a ban.
o SoCal communities than ban all leaf blowers include South Pasadena, Beverly Hills, Santa Monica, W. Hollywood
o Cities that ban gas-powered blowers include Los Angeles & San Diego
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What potential hazards do two-stroke engines present?

• Noise - How does noise affect workers, children, adults and seniors? What
are the WHO standards for noise?

• Dust, biohazards, particulate matter – how do fumes, oil contaminants,
aerosols, dust affect workers and community members (children, adults,
senior adults, asthma sufferers)?

• Environmental health – Do two-stroke engines contribute to greenhouse
gas emissions? Do two-stroke engines destroy insect habitats? How do two-
stroke engines affect topsoil? Does noise from two-stroke engines destroy
the natural biophony?

• Alternatives to two-stroke engine lawn equipment – Is there an appetite
and a market for battery-powered systems? Are there less noisy, less
polluting electric models for lawn equipment?

Photo Credit: Chris Lindahl, Pasadena Star-News



Benchmarking leaf blower noise

Reproduced from California EPA study (2000)10

• Benchmark for adults, but 
children may be more 
susceptible to loud noises

• Two-stroke engines tend to 
be louder than electric 
engines

Sound level at operator’s ear

• Standard measured 
from 50 ft

• Pedestrian exposure 
estimate



Low-frequency noise from leaf blowers travels far

J Environ Toxicol Stud. 2017 December ; 1(1): . doi:10.16966/2576-6430.106.

• Suburb in Massachusetts
• Tested noise levels from discrete 

distances
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Human health 
effects beyond 
noise

• Sleep disturbance/ acute sleep deprivation

• Increased stress hormone levels (e.g., cortisol)

• Elevated blood pressure

Berglund B, Hassmen B, Job R (1996) Sources and effects of low-frequency noise. J 
Acoust Soc Am 99:2985–3002.

Image Credit: 
Medscape.com



Benchmarking two-stroke engine emissions

1200 miles at 30 mph 
(2016 Toyota Camry)

30 minutes usage*
(Basic two-stroke engine)

emits as much greenhouse gas (GHG) as

*Notably, leaf-blowers contribute very little to total GHG emissions



Image Credit: Quietcommunities.org Image Credit: Paul Prescott

Leaf blowers can spread fugitive dust and fecal matter

…but so can manual lawn equipment like rakes. The difference is the degree.



How do two-stroke engines impact environmental health beyond 
emissions?

Image Credit: Dreamstime.com Image Credit: Xerces Society

• Leaf-clearing—including with rakes and equipment with electric engine—removes a natural source of moisture and nutrients
for trees

• Extensive leaf-clearing disrupts insect habitats, including pollinators



Image Credit: Shirley Draski

How do two-stroke engines impact environmental health beyond 
emissions?

Snow-mobiles (which use a two-stroke engine) have been attributed to increased stress hormone levels in 
elk at Yellowstone National Park.   

Source: B. Krause. The sound of a damaged habitat The New York Times 28 July 2012 



Alternatives to the two-stroke engine
• Electric and battery-powered leaf blowers

• Manual equipment (e.g., rakes)

• Zero-scaping

Products are shown for demonstrative purposes only. The 
EAC does not endorse any products.



Pasadena Municipal Code

Title 9 PUBLIC PEACE, MORALS AND WELFARE*
Chapter 9.37 LEAF-BLOWING MACHINES
Chapter 9.37 LEAF-BLOWING MACHINES
9.37.010 Declaration of policy
9.37.020 Definitions.
9.37.030 Prohibition.
9.37.040 Certificate of compliance to be filed with department of finance.
9.37.050 Public health department certification.
9.37.060 Responsibility for enforcement.

9.37.010 Declaration of policy.
It is declared to be the policy of the city to prohibit unnecessary, excessive and annoying noise, airborne dust and noxious fumes caused by the use of leaf blowers, pursuant to 
the city's police powers. (Ord. 6845 § 1, 2000: 0rd. 6227 § 1 (part), 1987)

9.37.030 Prohibition.
A. It is unlawful for any person to use or to operate, or cause to be operated any type of leaf-blowing machine or device within a residential area before 8:00 am and after 6:00 
pm, Monday through Friday; before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm on Saturday; or at any time on Sunday.
B. It is unlawful for any person to use or allow to be used, or to operate or cause to be used or operated any type of leaf-blowing machine or device in the city within a radius 
of 500 feet of a residential area before 8:00 am and after 6:00 pm, Monday through Friday; before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm on Saturday; or at any time on Sunday.
C. It is unlawful for any person to use or operate, or cause to be used or operated, a leaf blower in such a manner as to blow, dispel or make airborne, leaves, grass cuttings, 
paper, trash or any other type of unattached debris or material, which, by use of the leaf blower, will intentionally cause such leaves, grass cuttings, paper, trash or any other 
type of unattached debris or material to become airborne or travel beyond the property boundaries of the parcel on which it is being used, to adjoining properties or public 
rights-of—way within the city, and to remain therefore more than 15 minutes.
D. It is unlawful to operate more than one leaf blower per parcel.
E. It is unlawful to operate a leaf blower for more than 15 minutes per hour on a parcel less than 1/2 acre, and for more than 30 minutes per hour on a parcel greater than ½ 
acre.
F. It is unlawful to operate a leaf blower with a maximum noise level of 65 decibels when measured from a distance of 50 feet. (Ord. 6845 § 3, 2000: Ord. 6227 § 1 (part), 
1987)



9.37.020 Definitions.
As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise indicates, the words and phrases used in this chapter are defined as follows:
A. “Leaf-blowing machine” means any device or air-blowing machine, gas or electric, which is designed or intended, by generating a concentrated stream of air, to 
blow, dispel, or make airborne, leaves, grass cuttings, paper, trash or any other type of unattached debris or material.
B. “Parcel” as used in this chapter, means that area of real property as defined by the county recorder. Contiguous parcels owned by the same individual or entity 
shall be considered one parcel for the purposes of this chapter.
C. “Residential area” as used in this chapter, means any property used in a manner defined as a residential use in Section 17.16.030 of this code. Sidewalks and 
streets adjacent to residential property shall be considered a “residential area” for purposes of this chapter.
D. “Person” as used in this chapter means one who uses, controls, employs or hires an individual to use a Ieaf blower, including but not limited to, the real 
property owner, a tenant, an individual holding a legal interest in the real property, or a person employed in the landscape gardening or property maintenance 
business. (Ord. 6845 § 2, 2000; Ord. 6227 § 1 (part), 1987)

9.37.040 Certificate of compliance to be filed with department of finance.
It is unlawful for any person to utilize a leaf blower without having on file a certificate of compliance with the health department attesting to their knowledge of 
leaf blower operation and that they will operate a leaf blower in a manner so as to minimize dust and noise, and that they will utilize and keep in good working 
condition the noise reduction equipment installed on their leaf blowers. (Ord. 6227 § 1 (part), 1987)

9.37.050 Public health department certification.
It is unlawful to use or operate a leaf blower within the city unless it is certified annually by the public health department. Upon certification, a department 
approved sticker shall be affixed on the leaf blower so as to be visible at all times the leaf blower is in use. (Ord. 6845 § 4, 2000: Ord. 6227 § 1 (part), 1987)

9.37.060 Responsibility for enforcement.
The public health department shall have responsibility for enforcement of this chapter. (Ord. 6845 § 5, 2000)
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